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Is It Ethical to Coach a Company without Coaching the CEO?  
And Other Ethical Explorations in Organizational Coaching

Dolly M. Garlo, RN, JD, PCC and David Matthew Prior, MCC, MBA

Coaching in the organizational context is a magnified and multi-faceted version of one-to-one coaching, with additional twists due to the varied individual and group relationships that may form during the coaching work done inside a company. Careful consideration of ethical principles applicable to professional coaching provides an important framework for the success of the coaching work. This article explores some of the foundational ethical issues for the coach to consider both before accepting the work and throughout the engagement.

The Question
Is it ethical to coach a company without coaching the CEO? The initial answer to that question, like any ethical question, is “Maybe. It depends.” And that answer begs more questions, like “On what does it depend?” and “How can I make sure I’ve paid attention to the important issues?” While such ethical questions for a professional coach may seem not unlike the existential question about a tree falling in the woods with no one to hear, fortunately there are ethical coaching models to help address them. The International Coach Federation (ICF) Code of Ethics¹ will be used primarily to illuminate critical ethical issues and questions.

Defining “A Company”
In this article, we will use the example of an external coach hired to work with a “close corporation”² or private company (which may be legally organized as something other than a corporation³, such as a loose association of individuals doing work together). The ethical issues addressed, however, may also apply to a department, division or other work group with a designated manager or director, in a larger private or publicly traded organization.

As a working definition, we will consider the example of a company in which the CEO also holds a controlling interest in the company, such as being sole or majority shareholder or owner, and/or chair of the board of directors, managing partner, or similar deciding role, and who is also involved in some oversight of day to day operations.⁴ For reference ease, we will call this person the “CEO.”

Coaching a company, or a distinct business unit of an organization, often involves working with company officers, department heads and managers and may also extend to the teams they oversee within a department or inter-departmentally, individually or in groups. We will refer to the others in the company being coached — vice presidents, division directors, department managers, supervisors and/or work staff — as “others” in the company so as to distinguish them from the “CEO.”

A Critical Starting Point

How the CEO Views Coaching and the Coach
When a coach is hired by an organization, a significant factor in the outcome of that work will be the coaching mindset of the CEO. If the CEO is also being coached, or has had a constructive experience of coaching, the others in the organization will follow that example. Thus, the first important consideration is how the CEO will be involved in the process of coaching being done with
others in the company. If the CEO is also being coached, has had individual coaching in the past, or at least understands and endorses the process and is involved with the coaching work with others through briefings, updates, conferences and the like, then the coach’s engagement has a reasonable possibility of realizing effective change for the company. This is especially true where the CEO often has considerable involvement in day-to-day operations and business outcomes.

Frequently, in business or corporate coaching engagements, a coach is brought in to work individually and/or in groups in a variety of possible assignments with work teams, division managers, a full department including management and staff, a group of professional partners, or even all the people in a small company. The CEO (or other visible leader) may be particularly active in such settings. Consequently, if the CEO feels the role of the coach working with others is to “fix them,” then the coaching engagement could prove disastrous.

Has the CEO Contributed
To the “Organization’s” Problem?
Sometimes, one of the unnamed “problems” of the organization is the CEO or other company leader. Without that leader’s willingness to look at how he/she is involved in creating or maintaining a problem, or is interfering in workflow because of a lack of effective communications, delegation, structuring, context-development or decision-making, the ultimate outcome of the coaching may be negatively impacted from the outset. If a CEO is not genuinely willing to participate in the coaching process and to address his/her contribution and involvement in the problem, the company may not be able to effect productive change. Managers and workers may feel threatened and reluctant to challenge (or even speak honestly to) such a leader, who often asserts an authoritarian management style. This is especially true in situations where business downturns have already led to layoffs or employment terminations.

What Is Being Sought? True Coaching or Company Scapegoat?
If a non-participating CEO seeks to “repair” others in order to produce results when he/she is “part of the problem,” not only may it be unethical to engage in the assignment, but taking it on may subject both the coach and others to significant frustration, dissension and conflict. The coach may discover a need to notify his/her professional liability insurance carrier when production falls off, people resign, progress fails to be made, or worse, the coach gets blamed. After all, the coach was brought in to help make improvements. People in the company may see coaching as a “last ditch effort” to make things better, and upon realizing change is not really possible because the CEO won’t participate, they may choose to leave the company. As any good employment lawyer can attest, a particularly frustrated or disgruntled employee may even try to make trouble for the company on their way out. While such a corporate coaching engagement may seem promising and lucrative for the coach, it is important to undertake a well-rounded inquiry of the business situation and people involved, particularly the attitude and involvement level of the CEO. A thorough ethical review of a coaching engagement identifies potential issues and costs involved and will prove illuminating for the coach.

Assessing “Coachability”
An initial assessment of the proposed engagement may begin with a determination of the “coachability,” of the CEO or business leader, as for any potential coaching client. A coachability determination is important whether that person is the one who has actively sought out an individual coach privately or is someone for whom the business is providing (and paying for) coach-
ing services. Assessing coachability is especially important when someone other than the person being coached is paying for the service, since payment is an important representation of an individual's investment in the coaching work. The concept of coachability includes: whether the coaching client is willing to participate; can be relied upon to show up on time and do the work that is the subject of coaching; keeps their word; works to eliminate struggle or self-sabotaging behaviors; tries on new concepts; tells the truth; asks for what they need; and can share credit with others. When coaching a company, the overall coachability of the organization or group must also be evaluated. Often considered “softer skills” less emphasized in some business settings, the likelihood of people in an organization being willing to openly share with one another and co-create a culture in which there is greater recognition and use of inter- and intra-personal skills is crucial, and may depend largely on whether that is being demonstrated by the current leadership.

Coachability and CEO Involvement
Coachability does not require that the CEO, or other applicable business leader, actually be coached individually during the organizational coaching engagement. While that is preferable, at least having the CEO involved is essential since a number of new issues, concerns or ideas may arise for the CEO to consider from the coaching of others in the company. Individual coaching gives the CEO a place, time and mechanism for considering this new information and including it in an overall plan to further develop the company direction, purposes, strategies and markets. In the organizational context, the CEO is a pivotal part of the coach-client relationship. It is critical that the CEO be supportive, open and willing to make changes that may include looking at his/her own choices, behaviors or personal leadership style, or the organizational culture and his/her part in shaping it.

Short of regular individual work with the organizational coach, inclusion of the CEO may also be accomplished through his/her participation in coach-facilitated group meetings, or through regular briefings between the coach and CEO. This allows the CEO to participate on an as-needed basis or in an oversight or decision-making role that is mindful of the input of others in the company who are being coached.

Coaching of the CEO can certainly occur during such briefings and can incorporate, for example, the ICF Code of Ethics philosophical and definitional aspects of coaching (see Sidebar) to frame the meeting parameters and dialogues. A request from the CEO that only progress reports be submitted by the coach does not allow for the same level of exploration, discovery and outcome design for the CEO or for others in the organization with whom the coach is working. Thus, such a “reporting only format” may be a red flag of the CEO’s unwillingness to participate in a meaningful way, and problematic to the overall coaching engagement.

When the CEO is not a One-on-One Coaching Client
Implementing the process of coaching in an organization with a non-participating CEO may conflict with the Definition of Coaching in the ICF Code of Ethics where it states: “Coaching concentrates on where clients are now and what they are willing to do to get where they want to be in the future.” In this situation, the CEO, as a crucial part of the “organizational client,” would appear to be unwilling to “do” anything, but will require others to do the work. Since ICF coaches pledge further to “recognize that results are a matter of the client’s intentions, choices and actions, supported by the coach’s efforts and application of the coaching process,” it seems clear that an arrangement for coaching in such an organization without participation of the CEO could easily
fail to produce positive results. That is especially true if the CEO’s intention is for others to take actions, without contributing any of his/her own efforts to achieve the results. A non-coached or non-participating CEO could sabotage any real progress toward desired outcomes identified by others, especially when their desires include changes the CEO may need to make.

Who is the Client? Company vs. CEO or Others as Clients

Another pivotal ethical question for the organizational coach is: who actually is the client? That question is more complex than whether the CEO will participate in the coaching process as a “client.” Clearly, all of the people in the organization who participate in coaching qualify to be called “clients,” as does the CEO who has approved the engagement. Assuming the coach encounters a fully engaged and participating CEO, it remains critical to consider that the organization itself may also qualify as the “client.” The interest of the organization itself as a separate whole may supercede that of individuals who stand in a position to potentially undermine its effective operations. Without the organization, the engagement of a coach to help improve its ongoing operations would not be needed. And if, for example, the underlying issues the coach was engaged to address led toward a division or dissolution of the organization, that could be counterproductive to the business as a going concern. It is critical to recognize the separate interests of the whole company in order to fully delineate the parameters of a successful organizational coaching engagement and avoid significant conflicts and related potential losses.

Coaching’s return on investment is becoming increasingly more important to measure or demonstrate in the business setting – that is, such intangible improvements in communications, co-worker collaboration, planning, time management, organization, systems development or morale that ultimately produce a tangible positive effect on productivity and profitability. In that sense, the “company” itself is also the client and all of the people working there are instrumental in that “client’s” viability or success, since one of the fundamental premises for incorporating organizational coaching is to derive some benefit to the business operation. It may be advisable to consider and continually reassess the implications of the “organization as a whole” as part of the organizational coach-client relationship.

This client consideration is not unlike one a lawyer undertakes when working with an organization or business entity. Most professional conduct codes governing lawyers clearly state that the organization is the client. Interests of individuals may conflict with the interest of the organization as a whole. Discovering and being clear about the organizational interests and goals and who wields authority and direction can become confusing, particularly in smaller, less organized companies which lack an agreed upon written business plan.

When Individual Interest is Contrary to Company Interest

While it may be easier to recognize potential conflicts of interest between the people involved in a company (owner to owner, CEO to Board of Directors, shareholders to Board, Executives to CEO, Managers to Executives, Staff to Managers, etc.), it may not be so clear how differing views and conflicting interests can have an impact on the company as an operating whole. Making sure legal counsel is involved to advise the company’s leadership (and perhaps help direct the coach on the course of the work being undertaken) or to represent the organization’s separate legal interests may even be imperative in some circumstances. The Definition of Coach-
ing in the ICF Code of Ethics states, “Professional Coaching is an ongoing professional relationship that helps people produce extraordinary results in their lives, careers, businesses or organizations.” While that definition contemplates businesses and organizations as a setting in which coaching may be delivered, it focuses primarily on clients as individual people. In those settings, it is recommended that the coach recognize the interests of “company as client,” and clearly state in a written coaching agreement what the coach will do if faced with a situation in which an individual in the company has an interest adverse to the company. Language similar to the following may be helpful:

You understand that I will be working individually or in groups with a number of individuals within the company as my coaching clients, and that I also consider the company itself to be my client. Where there may be disagreement or conflicts among the interests of any of you, or if I have reason to believe there are concerns that may negatively impact the company as a whole, I will do my best to help promote discussion among you to find agreement or create mutually workable resolutions. In no event will our work together include assisting you or any individual in the company to undertake anything that is harmful to the company. Should any such subject arise, you will be encouraged to work through it directly with company management or ownership, or to separate from the company in a mutually agreeable way; otherwise, our coaching relationship will be terminated.

Maintaining the Confidentiality of Individuals in a Company Setting

Another twist in the ethical issues facing the organizational coach is that he/she may be engaged to work with individuals in a company including the CEO and other executives, managers and staff; and that work may be done one-on-one, in groups, or both. Confidentiality becomes more complex to maintain under such circumstances, especially when the confidential communications expose conflicting viewpoints, or disagreement with company direction or plans that have not been openly and constructively discussed. Additionally, the CEO or other company leader who has engaged the coach will likely want to know what’s going on with others, especially if he/she is not able to directly discern the progress of others by his/her own participation in the coaching work.

The Standards of Ethical Conduct in the ICF Code address confidentiality in the coaching relationship as follows: “I will respect the confidentiality of my client’s information, except as otherwise authorized by my client, or as required by law” (Standard 11) and “I will obtain agreement with the person being coached before releasing information to another person compensating me” (Standard 13). Both of these ethical standards apply in the organizational context, and may have implications different from an individual coaching engagement. From the outset, it will be important to explain and document in the coaching agreement the important purposes for confidentiality, and how it will be maintained with the individuals being coached.

At its heart, the coaching relationship is focused on personal development. Coaching is a highly evolved form of relating to other human beings, and of assisting them to more meaningfully, constructively and creatively interact with the people, events, challenges and opportunities around them. It is vital to establish rapport and trust with a client if they are to share what is really going on, what is really stopping them and what they really want in any given situation — whether their primary coaching focus is personal life, career goals or company direction. As stated in the ICF Code of Ethics Definition
of Coaching: “Through the process of coaching, clients deepen their learning, improve their performance, and enhance their quality of life.” In a company, that process and client improvements are ultimately intended to benefit company operations. The revelations needed to move such results forward may proceed more slowly in an organization where there is fear that improperly revealed personal confidences may have economic or other negative repercussions.

In coaching, the privacy of discussions promotes needed trust development and sharing with the coach. When a coach works with different people individually within the same organization, however, this will require the coach to carefully maintain confidentiality and demonstrate that revelations made in the private discussion will not be repeated to others in the organization. Additionally, the coach must assist the individual client to learn to more effectively and directly communicate concerns to the CEO, other leader or others in the company.

In a company, the coach may also facilitate group coaching. Coaching groups may be comprised of people who are also individually coached (like executives and managers), as well as people who participate only in group coaching (such as support staff.) Open dialogue may be more difficult or slower to develop in the group meeting. The coach may have information from individual discussions that would help move the group or company forward, however the coach will need to maintain confidential communications revealed in those individual coach-discussions.

The coach must resist revealing such confidences while assisting members of a group to supportively speak up, even when “telling hard truths,” so that challenging communications may be more easily shared by them and constructively managed. The coach should take ethical care during group meetings not to suggest, even indirectly, that a client reveal information that was privately shared with the coach. While the coach may feel that the information is important or even timely for the group to hear, the client may not be ready to speak up, and “pushing” or “fishing for” the revelation might undermine the individual coaching relationship with that person. The coach may use other techniques or tools, such as role play, group dialogue, situational exercises or assessment instruments to encourage and support members of the group to share their own communications directly with others.

Testing the Coach’s Ability to Maintain Client Confidentiality

When coaching several different people within a company, the coach may encounter a client who directly asks or attempts to manipulate the coach into delivering difficult communications so that client may avoid having to confront a challenging subject with another person. Doing so is known as triangulated communication. It is not only a breach of confidentiality for the coach to carry such messages to others in the organization (or in a report to a company leader who is not participating in the coaching directly); it is also counter-productive to the learning and performance improvement of the individual.

An individual client may directly authorize the delivery of a message by the coach to others in the company, which may be considered ethical under ICF Code of Ethics Standard 11. When that authorization is a client’s attempt to avoid delivering a communication, the coach may best serve such a client by declining the authorization. Otherwise, the coach may prevent “client self-discovery,” discourage the “development of client-generated solutions and strategies” and fail to “hold the cli-
ent responsible and accountable,” which are foundations of the coach’s responsibility as stated in the ICF Code of Ethics Philosophy of Coaching. 18

Consequently, it is important for the coach not only to be clear from the outset that his/her individual communications with people in the company will not be specifically shared with management, ownership or others. It is also important for the coach to detail how any substantive information obtained will be disseminated, since it is often difficult to communicate information without including some identification of the source, even if not by name. In organizational coaching, the coach may anticipate that company management will want to know what’s going on in the coaching work in order to track its cost-effectiveness. While information can be formally obtained and distributed via initial and periodic anonymous surveys of participants and similar mechanisms, it is more likely to occur informally through dialogue, email and similar reporting. An authorization for release should clearly and specifically define what information may be shared by the coach and the manner by which it that will occur. Release of information should be spelled out in advance and in writing to all involved parties.

Addressing Confidentiality
In the Coaching Agreement
In the organizational context, a clearly worded written coaching agreement provided to each person being coached is advisable, as it is in any individual coaching engagement. ICF Code of Ethics Standard 2 guides the coach to “construct clear agreements with my clients that may include confidentiality, progress reports, and other particulars.” This is echoed by Standard 7, which provides that the coach should ensure that the client “understands the nature of coaching and the terms of the coaching agreement between us.”19 The language in a coaching agreement provided to each individual being coached within a company might include the following sort of statement:

The company is paying my fee for this work. Our work will focus on assisting you to become more effective and productive to benefit the company, as well as yourself. Though the company is paying my fee, you are my client and the information you share with me will be maintained confidentially and not shared with others at the company, or with company ownership. We may work on how you can best share that information directly with the person or persons who need to hear it. The substance of concerns that may affect overall or company-wide operations, however, may be communicated outside our discussions in de-identified summaries, written reports, group surveys, emails or other discussions. This means not only will I omit your name, I will also do my best to omit any detail that might identify you as the source of the information.20

Teams of Coaches
In organizational coaching, more than one coach may be required to properly focus and track the coaching being done with a large number of people. The potential for conflict, confusion and breach of confidentiality may be magnified as different coaches are assigned to certain individuals or groups, and the team of coaches must coordinate information to effectively assist the people being coached (and the company) to make productive progress. Loyalties will develop between coaches and their clients, and information may be shared that each coach feels is important for the other coaches on the team to know. Very clear agreements between the coaches will be crucial, and it will likewise be essential that the people being coached know how information will be
shared among the team of coaches. The structure of the group of coaches should be carefully delineated and coordinated, and information disseminated by a coach team leader who may also best serve as the coach working directly with the CEO.

Conclusion
Coaching in the organizational context is a magnified version of the one-to-one private coaching engagement. The interrelationship of multiple people being coached within a company is a crucial consideration, which is illuminated by considering how to apply existing ethical coaching guidelines to all individuals with whom the coach may work, including the organization itself as a "client." The relationship between the coach and the main representative of the organization who engages the coach to work with others in the company must be strong and must set an example for the others being coached. The coach will have a number of opportunities prior to taking on the engagement to be sure that there is a demonstration of support and a high level of willing participation from that CEO or other leader.

When the skilled professional coach is able to identify the various clients being served in any given organizational situation and clearly distinguish their needs and interests, conflicts of interest are less likely to occur. Because the critical foundation of a professional coaching relationship is built on a high degree of trust, all efforts should be made to carefully and specifically construct the parameters of client confidentiality by means of a comprehensive written coaching agreement between client and coach. From that ethical foundation, constructive progress and organizational return on the coaching investment is more likely to grow.
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Endnotes

1 See, ICF Code of Ethics, http://www.coachfederation.org/ethics/code_ethics.asp (last accessed April 28, 2004). The International Coach Federation is ICF is the largest non-profit professional association worldwide of personal and business
2 A close corporation or “closely held corporation” is “a corporation whose shares, or at least voting shares, are held by a single shareholder or closely-knit group of shareholders.” Black’s Law Dictionary, Fifth Edition (West Publishing Co., 1979). An example is a company in which all the stock is held by family members or professional colleagues, as distinguished from a publicly traded company, in which shares of stock are owned by members of the general public and trading of shares is government regulated rather than defined by the internal working documents of the company. Many of the former tend to be smaller and less formal in management or operation, and to be less likely to employ internal corporate coaches. Thus, they may be the sort of “corporate or business coaching” or “organizational coaching” situations in which a majority of coaches working as independent contractors are engaged.
3 This includes legal entities such as a limited partnership, family corporation, limited liability partnership or limited liability corporation; or people doing business together without forming a formal legal entity like in the case of a joint venture between private individuals, or a general partnership.
4 A department director or division manager in a larger organization may be similarly situated in terms of involvement, oversight or other control of work production, development of job descriptions or delegation of responsibilities, hiring and firing decisions, and other people-related aspects of doing business in which coaching may be utilized.
5 “Coachability” is a term that likely originated with Thomas Leonard, sometimes referred to as the father of coaching. Developed originally with a group of coaches at the Coach U, Inc. (www.CoachU.com) coach training program, the “Client Coachability Index” is a 10-item assessment used by many coaches who have trained in that program; or who are affiliated with Coachville, an online community of coaches with over 40,000 registered members (www.CoachVille.com), also founded by Leonard. Free Coachville membership provides access to many coaching resources and tools, including a Coaching Forms ebook that contains this assessment. See also, www.CoachingForms.com.
6 The source of payment may also raise ethical issues for the Coach since it can influence, even unwittingly, the Coach’s loyalties, creating a potential for conflict of interest. The ICF Code of Ethics provides guidance on these issues where it states “Whenever any actual conflict of interest or the potential for a conflict of interest arises, I will openly disclose it and fully discuss with my client how to deal with it in whatever way best serves my client” (Standard 15); and “I will disclose to my client all anticipated compensation from third parties that I may receive for referrals or advice concerning that client.” (Standard 16). These considerations require a careful consideration of “who” is the client. See also text accompanying notes 9-12.
7 While gaining greater recognition and popularity, the whole notion of “EQ” or Emotional Quotient, the intra-personal and interpersonal relational abilities detailed by Daniel Goleman in his 1995 book, Emotional Intelligence (Bantam Books), and of Multiple Intelligences introduced by his predecessor Howard Gardner in the 1983 book Frames of Mind (Basic Books), much of mainstream business has yet to grasp and incorporate such notions into their day to day operations. (See http:// www.pz.harvard.edu/Pls/HG.htm and http:// www.eiconsortium.org/members/goleman.htm for more information about Gardner and Goleman, respectively, last accessed April 28, 2004).
8 Since the CEO is an integral part of the organization, this consideration is especially important in applying the ICF Code of Ethics coaching philosophy that makes it the Coach’s responsibility to both “elicit client-generated solutions and strategies” and “hold the client responsible and accountable.” ICF Code of Ethics, see note 1.
9 Current Coaching ethical codes do not address the definition of “client” in a fully encompassing manner, especially when considering the more complex Coach-Client relationships that may exist in an organizational context. The EMCC Ethical Code does note in its defining terminology the following concepts which may be informative here: “The term “client” denotes anyone using the services of a coach/mentor [and ... the term “client” is interchangeable with any other term that the parties to the coach/mentoring relationship might be more comfortable with, such as “colleague”, “learner”, “partner”, “coachee” or “mentee”. It is recognised that there are circumstances where the coach/mentor may have two ‘clients’, the individual being coached and the organisation who may have commissioned the coach/mentoring. In this Code we have used the term “sponsor” to differentiate the latter.” Ibid. See, EMCC Code of Ethics.
10 It may be an appropriate role for a Coach with the proper background and experience to assist a company with a succession plan that may include the winding up and termination of the business, selling a part of the business or dividing the business into parts. However, where this happens as a result of an engagement to assist the company to remain a going concern, it may be problematic. The ongoing business as a whole may be a considerable asset, and a possible loss in the value of that asset is an important factor.
11 In fact, one of the elements of professionalism in any human service endeavor is growth of the profession’s body of knowledge, including expertise and demonstration of results, through research. Coaching as a professional endeavor has formally entered this phase of its development. In November 2003 the ICF sponsored its first-ever coaching research symposium, held as a one-day pre-conference event at its annual educational conference in Denver, CO. The event brought together close to 100 academics, researchers, and practicing coaches, and the program included presentations, panels, poster displays and group discussions. The published proceedings of the Sympo-
sium are available through ICF by calling its U.S. office at 1-888-423-3131, and see Coaching research information at http://www.coachfederation.org/pressroom/news.asp (last accessed April 28, 2004).

12 See, for example, the American Bar Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct at http://www.abanet.org/cpr/mrpc/mrpc_toc.html (last accessed April 28, 2004) which have largely been utilized by most State Bar Associations in the United States to guide the ethical conduct of attorneys. Rule 1.13 of the Model Rules make clear that the organization is the lawyer’s client, even though to exist and operate the organization can only act through its officers or other constituents, who are individual people. If any of those people do something to undermine the legal rights of the organization, it is the lawyer’s duty to “proceed as is reasonably necessary in the best interest of the organization.” The comments to the rule also make it clear that the rule applies to unincorporated or other business associations. Currently there is no ethical code for business or organizational coaches that addresses this issue; rather, they focus mostly on the relationship of coach to individual person.

Some would argue that the issue pertains more to a person working in the role of organizational consultant, but coaches working in, with or for organizations providing coaching services (as opposed to expertise and advice which is more the province of consulting), must still define client relationships by who their clients are and their clients’ interests, as opposed to what they may be doing for the client(s).

13 ICF Code of Ethics. See, note 1. Note that the reference considers the context of businesses and organizations, but focuses on clients as individuals. The Ethical Principles and Code of Ethics of the IAC (see note 1) considers this issue indirectly under section 1.18(a) referring to “third-party requests for services” where it states:

When a coach agrees to provide services to a person or entity at the request of a third party, the coach clarifies to the extent feasible, at the outset of the service, the nature of the relationship with each party. This clarification includes the role of the coach (such as organizational consultant), the probable uses of the services provided or the information obtained, and the fact that there may be limits to confidentiality. (Emphasis supplied).

Any person engaging the Coach to provide services for a company (a separate “entity”) would be such a requesting third party. This ethical guideline might go unnoticed by a Coach providing services in an organizational setting unless the Coach considers his/her role to include organizational consulting.

Thus from an ethical perspective, it may be best in the organizational coaching context for the Coach to consider the organization or company as Client when defining the coaching relationship between the various individual people with whom the Coach may work directly.

14 The Ethical Principles and Code of Ethics of the IAC (see note 1) again indirectly addresses this issue in section 1.18(b) referring to “third-party requests for services” where it states: if there is a foreseeable risk of the coach’s being called upon to perform conflicting roles because of the involvement of a third party, the coach clarifies the nature and direction of his or her responsibilities, keeps all parties appropriately informed as matters develop, and resolves the situation in accordance with this Ethics Code. (Emphasis supplied).

15 This language is included for illustrative or educational purposes only. While author, Ms. Garo, is a lawyer by background and experience, this recommendation is not intended to be legal advice. Any coaching agreement or language utilized by a Coach should be reviewed by his/her own professionally engaged legal counsel before it is utilized to be sure it is appropriate for the purpose employed.

16 ICF Code of Ethics. See, note 1.

17 Ibid.

18 Ibid.

19 Ibid.

20 See note 15.
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